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We describe propagation in a uniaxially anisotropic medium by relying on a suitable plane-wave angular-
spectrum representation of the electromagnetic field. We obtain paraxial expressions for both ordinary and
extraordinary components that satisfy two decoupled parabolic equations. As an application, we obtain, for a
particular input beam (a quasi-Gaussian beam), analytical results that allow us to identify some relevant fea-
tures of propagation in uniaxial crystals. © 2001 Optical Society of America
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Electromagnetic propagation in anisotropic media1,2 is
still receiving a good deal of attention from both the ex-
perimental and the theoretical points of view. In par-
ticular, the vectorial nature of light traveling through an
anisotropic crystal plays a relevant role and cannot be ne-
glected when designing polarizers and compensators that
are aimed at obtaining a given polarization state of opti-
cal radiation. Besides, anisotropic materials play a cen-
tral role in amplitude- and phase-modulation devices3
and in nonlinear optical phenomena, as, e.g., second-
harmonic generation and the photorefractive effect.4 Op-
tical propagation in uniaxially anisotropic media has been
investigated in connection with fields radiated by a finite
source in an unbounded uniaxial crystal under very gen-
eral conditions (nonmonochromatic fields, dispersive ma-
terials, and arbitrary propagation direction) by reliance
on the plane-wave angular spectrum.5
In this paper, we straightforwardly derive the plane-
wave angular spectrum of the superimposed ordinary and
extraordinary monochromatic plane waves that are
present inside a uniaxial crystal. This approach allows
us to solve, in principle, the boundary-value problem, that
is, to obtain the field in the half-space (z . 0) after its
distribution is known on the reference plane (z 5 0). In
agreement with birefringence theory an arbitrary field
distribution for z 5 0 is found to give rise to ordinary and
extraordinary components that independently propagate
through the medium. Our formalism allows us to de-
velop a paraxial theory of propagation (to deal with beams
whose transverse dimension is much larger than a wave-
length), giving rise to two decoupled parabolic equations
for ordinary and extraordinary components that general-
ize the standard treatment of isotropic paraxial theory.
In particular, their general solutions for vectorial fields
are specialized to obtain exact analytical results for a
class of input beams that possess a Gaussian shape with a
small hump on the side. This analytical description re-
veals relevant features, such as the progressive change of
polarization of the field, of propagation in anistropic me-
dia.0740-3232/2001/071656-06$15.00 ©The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we ob-
tain the plane-wave angular-spectrum representation of a
vectorial monochromatic optical beam. In Section 3, we
deduce paraxial expressions for both the ordinary and the
extraordinary components of the field and for the two de-
coupled parabolic equations that they obey. In Section 4,
we specify our formalism to derive an explicit analytical
solution.
2. ANGULAR-SPECTRUM
REPRESENTATION OF A MONOCHROMATIC
FIELD IN A UNIAXIAL CRYSTAL
The complex amplitude E(r) of the field E(r, t)
5 Re@E(r)exp(2ivt)# propagating in an anisotropic me-
dium obeys an equation that is completely equivalent to
Maxwell’s equations and reads as
„2E 2 „~„  E ! 1 k02e  E 5 0, (1)
where k0 5 v/c and e is the relative dielectric tensor.
For a uniaxially anisotropic crystal, we can write
e 5 F no2 0 00 no2 0
0 0 ne
2
G , (2)
where no and ne are the so-called ordinary and extraordi-
nary refractive indices, respectively, of the crystal, as we
assume that the z axis coincides with the optical axis. In
the following, we consider propagation along the z axis,
although our formalism can be extended to an arbitrary
propagation direction, this being the geometry most often
encountered in practice.
The fundamental solutions of Eq. (1) are two sets of
plane waves that satisfy suitable requirements concern-
ing wave vectors and the polarization state.1,2 The first
set of plane waves, usually referred to as ordinary waves,
can be expressed as
Eo
~6! 5 Uo
~6! exp@ik’  r’ 6 iz  ~k02no2 2 k’2 !1/2#
[ Uo
~6! exp~ik’  r’ 6 ikozz !, (3)2001 Optical Society of America
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(6) 5 Uo
(6)(2kyeˆx
1 kxeˆy), with Uo
(6) having two arbitrary constants. The
second set, extraordinary waves, can be expressed as
Ee
~6! 5 Ue
~6! expF ik’  r’ 6 iz none ~k02ne2 2 k’2 !1/2G
[ Ue
~6! exp~ik’  r’ 6 ikezz !, (4)
where
Ue
~6! 5 Ue
~6!Fkxeˆx 1 kyeˆy 2 none k’
2
~ko
2ne
2 2 k’
2 !1/2
eˆxG
and Ue
(6) are two arbitrary constants. The vector k’ can
explore the whole transverse plane. For ordinary waves,
the range of values uk’u < k0no is associated with propa-
gating waves, whereas uk’u . k0no corresponds to eva-
nescent waves. For extraordinary waves the same holds
for uk’u < k0ne and uk’u . k0ne , respectively.
The linear nature of Eq. (1) indicates that its most gen-
eral solution describing forward-propagating fields is con-
veniently expressed as
E~r’ , z ! 5 E d2k’@Uo~1!~k’!exp~ik’  r’ 1 ikozz !
1 Ue
~1!~k’!exp~ik’  r’ 1 ikezz !#
[ Eo~r’ , z ! 1 Ee~r’ , z !. (5)
Equation (5) provides a fully vectorial angular-spectrum
representation of the field and is the starting point of our
analysis. By introducing the Fourier transform E˜(k’) of
the electric field on the plane z 5 0
E˜~k’! 5
1
~2p!2
E d2r’ exp~2ik’  r’!E~r’ , 0 !, (6)
one can easily find by imposing the boundary conditions
that the constants Uo
(1) and Ue
(1) are related to E˜(k’)
through the relations
Uo
~1!~k’! 5 2
1
k’
2 @kyE˜x~k’! 2 kxE˜y~k’!#,
Ue
~1!~k’! 5
1
k’
2 @kxE˜x~k’! 1 kyE˜y~k’!#, (7)
which solve, in principle, the problem of propagation in-
side the crystal. In fact, after the electric field on the
plane z 5 0 is known, Eqs. (7), together with Eq. (5), pro-
vide the expression of the field in the whole half-space, z
. 0. Note that Eqs. (7) contain only the transverse part,
E’ 5 Exeˆx 1 Eyeˆy , of the electric field at z 5 0, in agree-
ment with a general property that states that the z com-
ponent of the field is known as soon as the transverse part
is given (see, e.g., Refs. 6 and 7). Equation (5) shows that
an arbitrary field can be expressed as the superposition of
two components, an ordinary and an extraordinary one,
that propagate independently from each other and that,
in general, are both essential for describing propagation.
We wish to note that our formalism can be extended to
deal with a propagation direction that is different from
that of the z axis. In fact, in the general case, one canobtain the equivalent sets of Eqs. (3) and (4) by perform-
ing a coordinate rotation, which transforms the z axis into
the new propagation direction, and parametrizing the two
sets of plane waves with the new transverse wave vector
(which allows the expression of the new longitudinal com-
ponents kz in terms of no and ne).
3. PARAXIAL THEORY OF PROPAGATION
By inserting Eqs. (7) into Eq. (5), we obtain
E’o~r’ , z ! 5 E d2k’ exp@ik’  r’ 1 iz~k02no2
2 k’
2 !1/2#Po  E’~k’!,
Ezo~k’ , z ! 5 0,
E’e~r’ , z ! 5 E d2k’ expF ik’  r’ 1 iz none ~k02ne2
2 k’
2 !1/2GPe  E’~k’!,
Eze~r’ , z ! 5 2
no
ne
E d2k’ expF ik’  r’ 1 iz none ~k02ne2
2 k’
2 !1/2G k’  E’~k’!
~k0
2ne
2 2 k’
2 !1/2
, (8)
where the tensors Po and Pe are defined as
Po 5
1
k’
2 F ky2 2kxky2kxky kx2 G , Pe 5 1k’2 F kx
2 kxky
kxky ky
2 G .
(9)
The above tensors satisfy the relations Po
2 5 Po , Pe
2
5 Pe , Po 1 Pe 5 1, and Po  Pe 5 0 so that they repre-
sent a complete set of orthogonal projectors, a property
that accounts for the remarkable decomposition of the
boundary field E˜’(k’) in an ordinary and an extraordi-
nary part.
The angular spectrum of a paraxial beam is nonnegli-
gible for only uk’u ! k0 . Thus approximate paraxial ex-
pressions for the field can be obtained by the expansion of
the square roots in Eqs. (8) to the first order in uk’u, which
yields
E’o~r’ , z ! 5 exp~ik0noz !E d2k’
3 expS ik’  r’ 2 ik’22k0no z DPo  E˜’~k’!
[ exp~ik0noz !A’o~r’ , z !, (10a)
Ezo~k’ , z ! 5 0, (10b)
E’e~r’ , z ! 5 exp~ik0noz !E d2k’
3 expS ik’  r’ 2 inok’2
2k0ne
2 z D Pe  E’~k’!
[ exp~ik0noz !A’e~r’ , z !, (10c)
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3 expS ik’  r’ 2 inok’2
2k0ne
2 z D k’  E˜’~k’!
[ exp~ik0noz !Aze~r’ , z !, (10d)
where we defined the slowly varying amplitudes A. We
note two relevant features of the paraxial field: First,
the longitudinal component (along the z axis) is much
smaller than the transverse ones because of the smallness
of uk’u/k0 , a circumstance that is well known in the iso-
tropic case.8 Second, the rapidly varying factor is
exp(ik0noz) for both the ordinary and the extraordinary
waves; this situation follows from the fact that the ordi-
nary and the extraordinary sheets of the normal surface
of a uniaxial crystal are tangent in k 5 k0noeˆz .
2 The
slowly varying amplitudes A’o(r’ , z) and A’e(r’ , z), in-
troduced in Eqs. (10), are easily seen to satisfy the two de-
coupled parabolic equations
S i ]
]z
1
1
2k0no
„’
2 DA’o 5 0,
S i ]
]z
1
no
2k0ne
2 „’
2 DA’e 5 0, (11)
where „’ 5 ]xeˆx 1 ]yeˆy . Equations (11) are the aniso-
tropic counterparts of the standard parabolic equation
governing paraxial propagation in isotropic media and
show how ordinary and extraordinary components propa-
gate independently of each other. In particular, the
propagation constants in front of „’
2 are different because
they are associated with the respective refractive indices.
Thus, besides the standard (Fresnel) behavior exhibited
by both components, a paraxial beam possesses diffrac-
tion properties that are peculiar to a superposition of (or-
dinary and extraordinary) waves propagating in different
ways.
If we now take advantage of the properties of Po and
Pe , we obtain (see Appendix A)
A’o~r’ , 0 ! 5
1
2p
E d2r’8 logur’ 2 r’8u
3 F ]y82 2]x8]y8
2]x8]y8 ]x8
2 GE’~r’8 , 0 !,
(12a)
A’e~r’ , 0 ! 5
1
2p
E d2r’8 logur’ 2 r’8u
3 F ]x82 ]x8]y8
]x8]y8 ]x8
2 GE’~r’8 , 0 !, (12b)which relate the boundary field E’(r’ , 0) to the ordinary
and the extraordinary boundary components A’o(r’ , 0)
and A’e(r’ , 0), respectively. Equations (11) and Eqs.
Fig. 1. Plot of the intensity uAxu2 1 uAyu2 normalized to E0
2 for
(a) z 5 0 mm, (b) z 5 1500 mm, (c) z 5 3000 mm. The wave-
length is l 5 0.6328 mm, s 5 5 mm, and the crystal is rutile, i.e.,
no 5 2.616 and ne 5 2.903.
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more, the longitudinal field component is obtained from
the transverse ones in the form of (see Appendix B)
Aze~r’ , z ! 5
ino
k0ne
2 „’  FA’oS r’ , no2ne2 z D 1 A’e~r’ , z !G .
(13)
The whole procedure can be summarized as follows:
From the knowledge of the boundary transverse field
E’(r’ , 0), we obtain through Eqs. (12) the ordinary and
the extraordinary boundary amplitudes A’o(r’ , 0) and
A’e(r’ , 0), respectively, whose behavior for z . 0 is ob-
tained by means of Eqs. (11); in turn, the longitudinal
component Aze(r’ , 0) for z > 0 is given by Eq. (13). Our
approach shows that anisotropic paraxial propagation,
unlike that in the isotropic case, cannot be described cor-
rectly in a scalar way but requires a fully vectorial treat-
ment.4. QUASI-GAUSSIAN VECTORIAL BEAMS
In this section, we apply our formalism for describing the
propagation of the field specified by the boundary condi-
tion
E’~r’ , 0 ! 5 E0S r’2s2 2 2 D expS 2 r’
2
2s2
D eˆx , (14)
where E0 and s are two arbitrary constants that are as-
sociated with the intensity and the beam waist, respec-
tively. This quasi-Gaussian field is initially polarized
along the x axis, and its initial shape is a Gaussian modu-
lated by the function (r’
2/s2 2 2). Its intensity distribu-
tion peaks about the origin and presents a small ring with
a radius of r’ 5 2s. Instead of applying the general pro-
cedure outlined at the end of Section 3, we can more eas-
ily treat these beams by directly solving the integrals that
appear in Eqs. (10). In fact, the Fourier transform of
E’(r’ , 0) is
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s4
2p
k’
2 expS 2s2k’2
2
D eˆx . (15)
Equation (15), when inserted into Eqs. (10), yields, after
some algebra,
A’o~r’ , z ! 5
E0s
4
S s2 1 izk0noD
3 H Fy2 2 S s2 1 izk0noD G eˆx
1 ~2xy !eˆyJ expF 2r’22S s2 1 izk0noD G ,
A’e~r’ , z ! 5
E0s
4
S s2 1 inozk0ne2D
3 H Fx2 2 S s2 1 inozk0ne2D G eˆx
1 ~xy !eˆyJ expF 2r’22S s2 1 inozk0ne2D G . (16)
In turn, the longitudinal component can be obtained by
Eq. (13) and reads
Aze~r’ , z ! 5 E0s4
ino
k0ne
2
x
S s2 1 inozk0ne2D
4 F4S s2 1 inozk0ne2D
2 r’
2GexpF 2r’22S s2 1 inozk0ne2D G . (17)
Equations (16) and (17) furnish the analytical expression
of a paraxial quasi-Gaussian beam. We note that the
longitudinal component is negligible with respect to the
transverse ones, in agreement with the results of Section
3. In fact, comparing Eqs. (16) with Eq. (17) shows that
it is easy to check that the ratio between the transverse
and the longitudinal fields is of the order of k0s, which is
much greater than unity for a paraxial field.
In Figs. 1 and 2, we show plots of the normalized inten-
sity and amplitudes associated with Eqs. (16). In par-
ticular, the top of Fig. 1(c) shows an intensity profile that
departs from circular symmetry as well as the presence of
two lateral lobes, both effects being a consequence of the
medium’s anisotropy. In fact, ordinary and extraordi-
nary waves propagate with different diffraction lengths
(lo 5 k0nos
2 . 648 mm and le 5 k0ne
2s2/no . 800 mm,
respectively), and this difference is responsible for a mu-
tual sliding of the two waves, leading to the observed ef-
fects. Furthermore, the initial x-axis polarization (apart
from the unavoidable small z component associated withthe beam’s vectorial nature) is not preserved during
propagation (see Fig. 2) because of the onset of an increas-
ing y component of the field, this also being related to the
different diffraction lengths. The complete evolution of
the state of polarization can be obtained from Eqs. (16)
and turns out to be a complicated function of the propa-
gation distance z.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated the paraxial vectorial propagation
of monochromatic waves in uniaxially anisotropic crys-
tals. We have shown that the transverse parts of ordi-
nary and extraordinary waves obey two uncoupled para-
bolic equations that can be solved in the standard way
after the transverse input field is specified on a given
plane, z 5 0. The longitudinal part of the extraordinary
waves is expressible in terms of the transverse field (that
of the ordinary wave being zero). By specifying the input
field as a quasi-Gaussian linearly polarized field, we were
able to derive exact analytic solutions that reveal the
main features of paraxial vector propagation in uniaxial
crystals.
APPENDIX A: DECOMPOSITION OF THE
BOUNDARY FIELD E’(r’ , 0) INTO
THE ORDINARY AND THE
EXTRAORDINARY COMPONENTS
Let us consider the expression for the ordinary component
of the field on the plane z 5 0:
A’o~r’ , 0 ! 5 E d2k’ exp~ik’  r’! 1
k’
2 F ky2 2kxky2kxky kx2 G
3 F E˜x~k’!E˜y~k’!G . (A1)
By taking the „’
2 of both sides of Eq. (A1), we obtain
„’
2A’o~r’ , 0 ! 5 2E d2k’ exp~ik’  r’!F ky2 2kxky
2kxky kx
2 G
3 F E˜x~k’!E˜y~k’!G
5 F ]y2 2]x]y
2]x]y ]x
2 G E d2k’ exp~ik’  r’!
3 F E˜x~k’!E˜y~k’!G
5 F ]y2 2]x]y
2]x]y ]x
2 GE’~r’ , 0 !. (A2)
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Poisson equation whose solution, if its right-hand side is
assumed to be square integrable, is given by9
A’o~r’ , 0 ! 5
1
2p
E d2r’8 logur’ 2 r’8u
3 F ]y82 2]x8]y8
2]x8]y8 ]x8
2 GE’~r’8 , 0 !,
(A3)
which coincides with Eq. (12a). An analogous calculation
can be carried out for the extraordinary part of the field,
yielding Eq. (12b).
APPENDIX B: LONGITUDINAL
COMPONENT OF THE FIELD IN TERMS
OF THE TRANSVERSE PART
The expression for the longitudinal component of the field
in paraxial approximation reads
Aze~r’ , z ! 5 2
no
k0ne
2 E d2k’ expS ik’  r’ 2 inok’22k0ne2 z D k’
 E˜’~k’!, (B1)
[see Eq. (10d)], which can easily be rewritten as
Aze~r’ , z ! 5
ino
k0ne
2 „’  E d2k’
3 expS ik’  r’ 2 inok’2
2k0ne
2 z D E˜’~k’!,
(B2)
By inserting the completeness relation, Po 1 Pe 5 1, in-
side the integral immediately on the left-hand side of the
term E˜’(k’), we obtainAze~r’ , z ! 5
ino
k0ne
2 „’  E d2k’
3 expS ik’  r’ 2 ik’22k0no no
2
ne
2 z D Po
 E˜’~k’! 1
ino
k0ne
2 „’  E d2k’
3 expS ik’  r’ 2 inok’2
2k0ne
2 z D Pe  E˜’~k’!
5
ino
k0ne
2 „’FA’oS r’ , no2ne2 z D 1 A’e~r’ , z !G .
(B3)
Equation (B3) coincides with Eq. (13).
Direct correspondence to A. Ciattoni at the address on
the title page or e-mail, alessandro.ciattoni@
aquila.infn.it.
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